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Today‘s Discussion

• Latest global corruption statistics

• The U.K. Bribery Act

• Dodd-Frank Act whistleblower provisions

• FCPA enforcement in 2010

• Continuing trends in FCPA enforcement

• International anti-corruption compliance and enforcement

• Collateral civil litigation risks and considerations
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Latest global corruption statistics
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Transparency International:

2010 Corruption Perceptions Index

(Released 10/26/2010)
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Significance of TI Index

• The prism through which regulators view countries.

• Higher scores identify corruption ―hot spots,‖ which demand greater due diligence.

– TI Index commonly used as part of ―a comprehensive, risk-based FCPA and anti-

corruption due diligence work plan,‖ which was viewed favorably by DOJ in Opinion 

Procedure Release 08-02. 

– UK regulators have accepted this approach.  In FSA‘s settlement with Aon, Aon 

agreed to design and implement a global anti-corruption policy that will limit the use 

of third parties in countries with a high risk of corrupt practices. Aon said it defines 

high-risk jurisdictions ―by reference to an internationally accepted corruption 

perceptions index.‖

• When considering what due diligence is needed, companies may augment TI‘s country 

ranking with localized, risk-based information particular to their business.  

―While it is now widely accepted that corruption is not simply a matter or fact of life and that it 

should be accepted, of course, this was not the case long ago . . . The change in attitude can be 

linked, in my view, to a number of intervening factors, including the emergence of civil society’s 

voice against corruption [led] by organizations such as Transparency International . . .‖

— Lanny Breuer, Assistant Attorney General, May 4, 2010
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The U.K. Bribery Act
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The U.K. Bribery Act

• The Bribery Act, which goes into effect in April 2011, 
replaces previously established statutory and common law 
bribery offenses.

• The Bribery Act creates four separate offenses:

1. Offering, promising, or giving a bribe to a private party.

2. Agreeing to receive or accepting a bribe.

3. Offering, promising, or giving a bribe to a foreign government official with the intent to 
influence the performance of his or her functions as a public official in order to obtain or 
retain business or a business advantage.  (This offense most closely mirrors the FCPA.)

4. Failing as a commercial organization to prevent bribery by associated persons—anyone 
who performs a service on behalf of the organization, including agents and subsidiaries.

• Compared to the FCPA, the Bribery Act presents broader risks and harsher penalties for 
companies with U.K. contacts.

 It expands the definition of criminal conduct, including a new strict liability offense; 
expands the range of organizations and individuals subject to U.K. corruption law; and 
increases maximum penalties for violations.  

 The Act‘s prohibition on bribing government officials has no improper purpose 
requirement, and, unlike the FCPA, it has no corrupt intent requirement.

Many commentators call it the ―FCPA on steroids.‖ 
— Wall St. J., Dec. 28, 2010
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Broad Jurisdiction under the U.K. Bribery Act

FCPA Bribery Act

Applies to:  

1. Issuers, domestic concerns (any individual 

who is a U.S. citizen, national, or resident of 

the U.S., or any business organization that 

has its principal place of business in the 

U.S. or that is organized in the U.S.); and 

2. Any other persons who take any act in 

furtherance of a corrupt payment while 

within the territory of the U.S.

Applies to:

1. U.K. companies, citizens, and residents, 

regardless of where the alleged bribery 

occurs; 

2. Non-U.K. nationals and entities where any 

act or omission forming part of the offense 

takes place in the U.K.; and 

3. The ―failure to prevent bribery‖ offense 

applies to an entity ―which carries on a 

business, or part of a business, in any part of 

the United Kingdom.‖ The bribery need 

not have any U.K. connection.

―In practice, a company registered anywhere in the world and having part of its business in the UK 

could be prosecuted for failing to prevent bribery on its behalf wherever in the world that bribe 

was paid.  These changes are very significant additions to the SFO‘s powers.‖ 

— Robert Amaee, Head of Anti-Corruption, Proceeds of Crime and International Assistance, 

Serious Fraud Office, Aug. 19, 2010

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/Erioll_world_2.svg
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Failure to Prevent Bribery and ―Adequate Procedures‖

• If an ―associated person‖ pays a bribe for the benefit of the company, the only defense to 
criminal liability is to prove that the company has in place ―adequate procedures‖ designed 
to prevent associated persons from committing such conduct.

• Obligated by the Act to produce ―adequate procedures‖ guidance, the U.K. Ministry of 
Justice (MOJ) produced draft guidance on Sept. 14, 2010 setting forth six familiar, 
cornerstone principles of anti-bribery prevention:  

• Final guidelines are anticipated in early 2011

• On Jan. 14, 2011, the MOJ announced that the Conservative government‘s ―growth review,‖ 
which aims to reduce regulatory impediments to economic growth, would review the Act‘s 
implementation and, possibly, soften its burden on business.

• On Jan. 21, 2011, the Scottish government announced that it would only debar companies 
from bidding for public contracts across the EU if they had ―actual knowledge‖ of bribery, 
but not for ―failing to prevent bribery.‖  The U.K. plans to debar companies for both, an 
approach that the Scottish Government called ―disproportionate.‖  

1. Risk Assessment

2. Top-Level Commitment

3. Due Diligence

4. Clear, Practical, and Accessible Policies and Procedures

5. Effective Implementation

6. Monitoring and Review
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Promotional Expenses

• Because the public corruption offense lacks an improper purpose or corrupt intent 
element (or an affirmative defense for bona fide business promotion, explanation, or 
demonstration as found in the FCPA), the provision of bona fide business courtesies 
(e.g., gifts, travel, meals, entertainment) to foreign government officials could violate 
the Bribery Act.

• The MOJ‘s draft guidance allows for ―reasonable and proportionate hospitality or 

promotional expenditure.‖  The MOJ‘s guidance adds that ―it is unlikely . . . that a 

routine and incidental business courtesy where the advantage involved is of small 

value, or where hospitality is standard, will have any impact on decision making in the 

context of a business opportunity of high value and therefore engage [the public 

corruption offense].‖

According to SFO Director Richard Alderman, ―sensible [and proportionate] promotional 

entertaining expenditure is not an offense under the Act,‖ but an offense is committed ―when 

hospitality is done so that people will be induced to act in a certain way—when the expenditure 

is beyond what is sensible and proportionate.‖  

The SFO cannot provide bright-line guidance, however, because the difference between reasonable 

and violative expenditures is a ―judgment call.‖
— Richard Alderman, SFO Director, Dec. 6, 2010
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Facilitation Payments

• The FCPA permits payments to foreign 
officials designed to expedite or facilitate 
ministerial actions.

• The Bribery Act has no such exception—
it criminalizes facilitation payments.

 The U.K. Serious Fraud Office has indicated, however, that it is not likely to 
prosecute isolated facilitation payments.  Director Alderman noted that 
condoning such payments based on a claim of duress ―makes it quite easy for 
corruption to seep in‖ and warned against using duress as a pretext.

 As with the FCPA, payments made pursuant to written local law do not trigger 
the public corruption offense.

• In one survey, 76% of respondents indicated that they believe it is possible to do 
business successfully without making facilitation payments.  (TRACE Facilitation Payments 

Benchmarking Survey, Oct. 2009)

―The bottom line in the U.K. is that this legislation makes no exception.‖ The SFO will not ―condone any type

of facilitation payment,‖ but ―small, unsystematic payments by companies with otherwise proper systems,

which indicate that they‘re trying to stop them, are unlikely to result in cases in court.‖

— Vivian Robinson, QC, General Counsel, Serious Fraud Office, Nov. 17, 2010

The FCPA‘s facilitation payments exception is

―here to stay.‖

— William J. Stuckwisch, Assistant Chief, Fraud 

Section, Nov. 16, 2010
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The Bribery Act Reaches Officers and Directors

• Both the FCPA and Bribery Act reach individuals who do not directly 

engage in corrupt activities, but who permit them.

• In addition to persons who bribe or accept bribes, the Bribery Act explicitly 

provides that senior officers, including directors, company secretaries, and 

managers, who ―consented or connived‖ in any of the offenses set forth in 

the Act may be held personally liable for that offense.

• Even more broadly, the FCPA‘s knowledge requirement is satisfied if a 

person is aware of a high probability that circumstances of corrupt 

activity exist or that corrupt activity is substantially certain to occur.

• But the SFO Director‘s view was that the Bribery Act mirrors the FCPA‘s 

knowledge requirement: if corporate officers ―turn a blind eye [to bribery], 

that is connivance,‖ and the individuals may be held personally liable.  
(Richard Alderman, SFO Director, Dec. 6, 2010)
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Complying with the Bribery Act

• Review compliance policies to close the gap between the FCPA and the 
Bribery Act, especially in the area of facilitation payments and business 
courtesies (e.g., gifts, travel, meals, entertainment)

– Although companies are waiting on the ―adequate procedures‖ 
guidance, it is clear that, at a minimum, companies will have to stop 
making routine facilitation payments.

• Global anti-corruption risk assessment and program evaluation

– Internal risks (inadequate awareness, training, or policies; risky 
compensation/commission structures)  

– External risks (country risk, transaction risk, counter/third party risk)

– Overall ―adequate procedures‖ to detect and prevent bribery

• Robust compliance training for ―associated persons‖

– Officers, directors, managers, company secretaries

– Business partners

– Agents and distributors
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SFO Guidance on Expectations for ―Ethical‖ Companies

 Clear statement of an anti-corruption culture fully and 
visibly supported at the highest levels in the company

 Code of Ethics

 Principles that are applicable regardless of local laws 
or culture

 Individual accountability

 Policy on gifts and hospitality and facilitation payments

 Policy on outside advisers/third parties, including vetting 
and due diligence, and appropriate risk assessments

 Policy concerning political contributions and lobbying activities

 Training to ensure dissemination of the anti-corruption culture to all staff at 
all levels within the company

 Regular checks and auditing in a proportionate manner

 Helpline within the company which enables employees to report concerns

 Commitment to making it explicit that the anti-bribery code applies to 
business partners

 Appropriate and consistent disciplinary processes
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Dodd-Frank Act whistleblower provisions
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Dodd-Frank‘s Whistleblower Incentives and Protections

• Signed into law on July 21, 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 

Consumer Protection Act increased incentives and protections for whistleblowers, 

including whistleblowers who report possible violations of the FCPA. 

– Dodd-Frank covers any voluntary report of original information not already 

known to the SEC regarding violations of the securities laws, 

including the FCPA.

– The whistleblower is entitled to 10% to 30% of any penalties 

(including disgorgement) over $1 million, and an award is 

mandatory for cases that cross the threshold.

– Whistleblowers are protected from retaliation and exposure, 

and the Act creates a private right of action against retaliation.

– Unlike SOX, the whistleblower retaliation protections now extend to many 

foreign subsidiaries, affiliates, and their foreign employees.
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Proposed SEC Rule to Implement Whistleblower Program

• On Nov. 3, 2010, the SEC proposed rules to implement the 
program that attempt to minimize the extent to which the 
bounty program undermines organizations‘ current reporting 
mechanisms and compliance programs.

– If the whistleblower provides information through 
internal channels, he or she may still report to the SEC 
within 90 days.  When determining the reward, the SEC 
may consider whether an employee used available 
company channels.

– Employees in the legal, compliance, audit, supervisory, 
or governance functions who have a duty to report or 
investigate such misconduct are not eligible.

 But if the company does not disclose to the SEC 
―within a reasonable time‖ or proceeds in ―bad 
faith,‖ these employees are eligible.

 This effectively could require companies to report 
all internally identified violations for fear that 
someone in compliance will blow the whistle. 

• The SEC must issue final rules by Apr. 21, 2011.  Many 
corporate commentator‘s emphasized that the rules could still 
undermine a company‘s internal compliance program.

―This has the potential to 

reshape the corporate 

compliance landscape in 

undesirable ways.‖ 

— Kathleen Casey, SEC

Commissioner, Nov. 3, 2010
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Impact of the Whistleblower Program on Compliance

• Employees now have financial incentive to skip 
internal reporting channels and go directly to the 
Government. 

– The SEC reports it has a ~$450 million fund 
for payments to whistleblowers, and already 
has received several potential whistleblower 
tips in Q3 2010. (SEC Annual Report on Whistleblower 

Program, Oct. 2010) 

– The SEC forecasts it will get 30,000 
whistleblower tips a year and expects 
about half to lead to formal money claims. 
(The Wall St. J., Dec. 13, 2010)

– Cottage industry now exists of law firms 
advertising for whistleblower clients.

• On the other hand, at least one federal prosecutor 
has threatened to bring perjury cases for false 
reports to the SEC to deter ―whistleblowers run 
amok.‖  (Preet Bharara, U.S. Attorney for the 
S.D.N.Y., Nov. 12, 2010) 

• A race to report?

– The incentive for a whistleblower to report 
outside of company channels will make the 
voluntary disclosure decision more nuanced.

– Corporations must further limit who has access 
to internal compliance violation reports and 
investigations.

• Compliance improvements to consider

– Promote internal reporting channels aggressively, 
especially anonymous channels, and emphasize 
how seriously the company takes every 
compliance allegation.

– Refine and promote global anti-retaliation 
policies.

– Increase anti-corruption training to increase 
awareness and decrease spurious reporting.  Live 
training allows interaction that may help reduce 
false/uninformed allegations.

– Refine internal investigation policies to enable 
rapid, effective responses to internal reports.

– Incentivize internal reporting.

What does it mean for your business?
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FCPA Enforcement in 2010
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Aggressive FCPA Enforcement: A DOJ Priority 

―As President Obama has said, ‗The struggle against corruption is one of the 

great struggles of our time.‘  . . .  Corruption is, simply put, a scourge on civil 

society.  We must vigorously enforce our own laws that prohibit bribery of 

foreign officials, such as . . . the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.  And we must 

work together to support our partners in anti-corruption enforcement.‖

— Eric Holder, U.S. Attorney General, Nov. 7, 2009

DOJ‘s FCPA Unit has more than 12 full-time prosecutors.

— Lanny Breuer, Assistant Attorney General, Nov. 16, 2010

―[T]he Department’s enforcement of the FCPA is aggressive, and it’s on the rise. 
. . . This year alone, we‘ve collected well over $1 billion already. . . . [L]ast year and 
this year combined, we‘ve charged over 50 individuals.  Moreover, last year we tried 
three FCPA cases successfully to verdict  . . . and approximately 35 individuals 
currently await trial on FCPA charges in the United States.  In all, our message to 
companies and individuals who would bribe foreign officials is clear: foreign bribery 
is not an acceptable way of doing business, and we won‘t tolerate it.‖
— Lanny Breuer, Assistant Attorney General, Nov. 4, 2010
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Aggressive FCPA Enforcement: An SEC Priority 

―[T]he new unit will give us the resources and the ability to do even more going 

forward.  People on the ground will be focusing exclusively [on FCPA investigations], 

making them smarter about industry practices [and] problem areas.‖
— Cheryl Scarboro, SEC FCPA Unit Chief, Feb. 25, 2010

The SEC recently created a dedicated FCPA Unit.

―We‘ll explore all parties‘ conduct and make a 

determination of the facts of each case.‖

―It is a trend you will see going forward.‖
— Cheryl Scarboro, SEC FCPA Unit Chief, Nov. 8 & 10, 2010

For the first time, in November 2010, 

the SEC charged a non-U.S. issuer.

―The SEC and Justice Department are sending a clear 

message that those who engage in corrupt activities face a 

strong and united front around the world.‖

— Mary L. Schapiro, SEC Chairman, Assistant Attorney General, July 9, 2010
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FCPA Enforcement Nearly Doubles in 2010 . . .

2010 was a landmark year for FCPA enforcement with 74 new enforcement actions, eclipsing 
2009’s record pace.  Approximately 150 other FCPA investigations remain open.
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. . . with Blockbuster Monetary Settlements

$800

$579

$400

$365

$338

$185

$137

$56

$58 

$82

Siemens (2008)

KBR/Halliburton (2009)

BAE Systems* (2010)

ENI/Snamprogetti (2010)

Technip (2010)

Daimler (2010)

Alcatel-Lucent (2010)

Panalpina (2010)

ABB (2010)

Pride International (2010)
* Includes the BAE Systems prosecution, which involved international 

bribery but did not have any FCPA charges.

In millions

Eight of the top ten monetary settlements in FCPA history were reached in 2010.

(GD&C 2010 Year-End FCPA Update, Jan. 3, 2011)

http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2010Year-EndFCPAUpdate.aspx
http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2010Year-EndFCPAUpdate.aspx
http://www.gibsondunn.com/publications/pages/2010Year-EndFCPAUpdate.aspx
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Continuing trends in FCPA enforcement
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Trend #1: Individual Prosecution—a ―Cornerstone‖ of 

DOJ‘s Enforcement Strategy

• ―SHOT Show‖ Sting: Twenty-two military and 
defense industry representatives arrested in 
connection with an alleged scheme to bribe a 
representative of the Minister of Defense of Gabon.

• Eleven individuals sentenced to prison terms for 
FCPA violations in 2010 alone, including

• Charles Jumet: Sentenced to 87 months, the 
longest FCPA-related sentence to date; and 

• Gerald Green: Sentenced to 6 months, but 
Government sought a life sentence in light of 
his alleged obstruction of justice and 
aggravating role in the offense.

• High profile defendants received substantial 
prison sentences in recent years, including

• Congressman William Jefferson: Sentenced 
to 13 years imprisonment after conviction of 
corruption-related charges; and  

• Albert Jack Stanley: Former Chairman and 
CEO of Kellogg, Brown and Root, sentenced to 
7 years imprisonment after pleading guilty to 
FCPA charges.

―Since 2004, . . . we have criminally

charged nearly 80 individuals. And

the pace is accelerating. Let me be

clear, prosecuting individuals is a

cornerstone of our enforcement

strategy because, as long as it

remains a tactic, paying large

monetary penalties cannot be viewed

by the business community as merely

‗the cost of doing business.‘ The risk

of heading to prison for bribery is

real, from the boardroom to the

warehouse.‖

—Eric Holder, U.S. Attorney General, 

May 31, 2010
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Trend #2: Industry-Wide Sweeps—Some Recent Examples

Oil and Oil-Services Industry – Panalpina Investigation

• Archetypal industry-focused investigation into companies associated with global freight forwarder 
Panalpina World Transport (Holding) Ltd.

• In 2007, Vetco International Ltd. resolved FCPA charges arising from 
improper payments made on their behalf by Panalpina.  Following 
Vetco‘s settlement, DOJ sent letters to at least 11 oil and oil services 
companies, requesting information about their dealings with Panalpina.  

• On Nov. 4, 2010, DOJ and the SEC announced settled FCPA enforcement 
actions against Panalpina plus six of these oil and oil services firms (most 
of which were Panalpina customers) totaling $236.5 million in 
disgorgement, fines, and penalties.  That number may yet rise as at least 
six other companies have not yet reached settlements with DOJ and the SEC.

Medical Device and Pharmaceutical Industry

• E.g., Biomet, DePuy, Diagnostic Products, Medtronic, Micrus, Smith & Nephew, Stryker, Syncor, Wright 
Medical, Zimmer Holdings

• E.g., Eli Lilly, Merck, Astra Zeneca, Bristol-Myers Squibb, GlaxoSmithKline, SciClone

Military and Law Enforcement Products Industry

• E.g., SHOT Show Sting targets, Armor Holdings, DynCorp, Blackwater/Xe

Telecommunications Industry 

• E.g., Alcatel-Lucent, Haiti Teleco, ITXC, Latin Node, Magyar Telekom, Siemens entities, UTStarcom, 
Veraz
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Trend #3: Expanding Enforcement Theories Reach 

Corruption by Any Means, including Foreign Government 

Officials

– The Travel Act prohibits the use of 

interstate or foreign commerce or the U.S. 

mails to further an activity that violates state 

or federal bribery laws. So it can 

criminalize bribes to private parties if 

they violate state or federal law.

(E.g., Control Components Inc.)

– Money laundering charges permit DOJ to 

prosecute foreign officials—the bribe-

takers—plus various intermediaries and 

third-party agents that are otherwise beyond 

the reach of the FCPA.  (E.g., Haiti Teleco)

– Export control laws (E.g., Shu Quan-

Sheng)

– Charging a non-issuer based on 

theories of aiding and abetting and its 

role as an agent of a U.S.-issuer 

(Panalpina)

– Control person liability for an 

executive‘s failure to supervise (Nature‘s 

Sunshine Products)

– False certifications and redactions of 

references to bribery as part of an 

internal audit (Bobby Benton)
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Trend #4: Cooperation Credit and Push for Voluntary Disclosure

• DOJ has made clear efforts this year to demonstrate that voluntary reporting, cooperation, and a 
pre-existing compliance program will result in ―meaningful credit‖ to companies in setting fine 
amounts.  ―There is no doubt that a company that comes forward on its own will see a more favorable 
resolution.‖  (Lanny Breuer, Nov. 16, 2010)  

– In connection with the Panalpina investigation: 

• DOJ and the SEC declined to prosecute Global Industries for any possible FCPA violations.  
The company reportedly credited its strong, pre-existing internal compliance program that 
allowed it to identify and disclose the issues to DOJ.

• Noble Corp. received a steeply discounted fine and a non-prosecution agreement (―NPA‖) in 
recognition of its ―early voluntary disclosure, thorough self-investigation . . . , full cooperation 
with [DOJ,] and extensive remedial measures . . . .‖

• Pride, Tidewater, and Transocean also received substantial discounts of 55%, 30%, and 
20%, respectively, from the low end of the applicable sentencing guidelines range, in part, for 
disclosing the suspected violations before being contacted by DOJ. 

– Universal Leaf received credit from DOJ for its pre-existing compliance program, specifically its 
compliance hotline, that helped identify certain FCPA violations. 

– DOJ cited RAE Systems‘ substantial cooperation with the investigation and voluntary disclosure in 
support of its decision to resolve that matter with a NPA.  

• At the same time, DOJ officials‘ comments suggest that they expect disclosure in nearly every case:

– ―If there is a bribe we want to hear about it, even if it is small.‖ — Charles Duross, Deputy Chief, 
DOJ‘s Fraud Section and Head of its FCPA Unit, Sept. 16, 2010

– ―I can assure you that if you do not voluntarily disclose your organization‘s conduct, and we 
discover it on our own, . . . the result will not be the same.‖ — Lanny Breuer, Nov. 16, 2010
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Trend #5: Joint Venture, Third Party, and Successor 

Liability Remain Persistent FCPA Risks

RAE Systems Inc. 

• DOJ and the SEC alleged that the company paid 
more than $400,000, derived from improper cash 
advances, to Chinese government officials on behalf 
of two of RAE‘s majority-owned Chinese joint 
ventures.  

• As to one JV, RAE allegedly discovered this issue 
during its pre-acquisition due diligence, yet failed to 
implement a system of internal controls to stop the 
payments post-acquisition.

• As to the other JV, RAE reportedly conducted no 
pre-acquisition due diligence, so the conduct went 
undetected. 

eLandia / Latin Node

• eLandia‘s entire $20-plus million investment in 
Latin Node was wiped out following the 
revelation that Latin Node‘s business was 
predicated on bribery.  The former Chief of DOJ‘s 
FCPA Unit stated that eLandia‘s acquisition of 
Latin Node was a ―cautionary tale‖ of what can 
happen when an acquirer conducts ―little, if any, 
[FCPA] due diligence.‖ 

Saipem / Snamprogetti

• In contrast to eLandia‘s acquisition, Saipem, 
S.p.A‘s February 2006 acquisition of 
Snamprogetti Netherlands BV, a subsidiary of 
ENI, S.p.A., was handled differently.  

• ENI agreed to indemnify Saipem for any losses 
resulting from improper payments Snamprogetti 
made as part of a JV with KBR/Halliburton, 
Technip, and JGC Corp. to Nigerian officials.

• Accordingly, the acquiring company was spared 
nearly $400 million in global fines and penalties.

―Companies that fail to respond to red flags can be held liable for the acts of their joint venture partners.‖ 

— Cheryl Scarboro, SEC FCPA Unit Chief, Dec. 10, 2010

Agents – Panalpina settlements highlight risks of
ignoring red flags

• Invoices from Panalpina and other customs agents 
described the charges for its improper customs 
payments variously as ―customs vacation,‖ ―customs 
escort,‖ ―costs extra police to obtain visa,‖ ―official 
dues,‖ ―authorities fees,‖ ―local processing,‖ ―special 
intervention,‖ ―pre-release,‖ or ―special handling.‖ 
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Other Noteworthy Trends

Trend #6: Asset Forfeiture and Recovery Remains ―A Global Imperative‖

• Continuing its focus on this topic, on July 25, 2010, DOJ announced the creation of 
the Kleptocracy Asset Recovery Initiative, a team of prosecutors dedicated to 
combating large-scale foreign official corruption, and recovering and repatriating 
public funds.

– Under the Initiative, DOJ has already filed civil forfeiture complaints to seize 
U.S.-based assets of the former president of Taiwan, who was convicted of 
bribery there.

• DOJ now routinely includes a forfeiture count in every FCPA-related charging 
document. 

Trend #7: DOJ Permits Increased Corporate Self-Monitoring

• In at least nine recent cases, DOJ did not impose a compliance monitor as part of its 
FCPA settlement.  In part, this reflects the companies‘ cooperation and, in many 
cases, their voluntary disclosure. 

• E.g., Panalpina World Transport (Holding) Ltd., Pride International, Inc., Royal 
Dutch Shell plc, Transocean, Inc., Tidewater Marine International, Inc., Noble 
Corporation, GlobalSantaFe Corporation, UTStarcom, Inc., and Helmerich & Payne, 
Inc.
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International anti-corruption compliance 

and enforcement in 2010
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Increasing International Coordination . . . 

―[T]his year has seen a substantial increase in our cooperation with our foreign counterparts‖ including 
DOJ‘s ―participation in the OECD review process . . . [which] has helped us to foster closer 
relationships with other members of the [OECD‘s] Working Group on Bribery.  And these partnerships 
have yielded results.‖

— Lanny Breuer, Assistant Attorney General, Nov. 16, 2010

Recent simultaneous announcements of global settlements highlight this coordination.

– BAE Systems (DOJ and SFO, Feb. 5, 2010); Innospec (DOJ, SEC, OFAC, and SFO, Mar. 
18, 2010); and Siemens (DOJ, SEC, and the Munich Public Prosecutor‘s Office, Dec. 15, 
2008) 

Use of Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (―MLATs‖) is increasing.

– The U.S., the EU, and each EU Member State have new MLATs and 
extradition treaties.  According to Breuer, MLATs ―streamline cross-border 
investigations and allow for even greater cooperation with our counterparts 
abroad.‖  At least 25 cooperation requests to foreign governments 
pursuant to MLATs were used in 2009. 

 As of 2010, the U.S. has MLATs with at least 
72 countries, including China and Russia.

 MLATs support cooperation within the EU 
(e.g., the Swiss-Polish investigation into Alstom).
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. . . and Increasing International Enforcement

Companies and individuals face the risk of prosecution in multiple countries for the same 
conduct.

• A U.S. Court of Appeals recently held that the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of 
Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions (―Anti-Bribery Convention‖) does 
not bar multiple prosecutions for the same conduct in different nations subject to the treaty.  
See U.S. v. Jeong, 624 F.3d 706 (5th Cir., Oct. 22, 2010).  

New jurisdictions are increasing their anti-corruption enforcement in 2010.

• Costa Rica: Alcatel-Lucent paid $10 million to settle local corruption charges, the first time in 
Costa Rica‘s history that it has recovered ―social damages‖ from a foreign corporation for 
corruption of its own government officials.

• Nigeria: Its Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (―EFCC‖) reached several settlements 
with former FCPA defendants, including Siemens ($46.5 million), Halliburton ($35 million), and 
Snamprogetti ($32.5 million).  On Jan. 13, 2011, the EFCC reportedly arrested 12 oil executives 
from firms including Noble Corp, Tidewater, and Transocean in a series of raids in connection 
with an alleged $100 million bribery scheme. 

• Vietnam: A Vietnamese official convicted of receiving bribes from a Japanese company was 
sentenced to life imprisonment and ordered to disgorge $262,000 in bribe proceeds.

• Spain, Netherlands, and the Czech Republic all updated their anti-bribery legislation.  The 
Spanish update extends criminal liability to corporations that fail to properly control their 
representatives. 

• In France, the French Supreme Court ruled that Transparency International could initiate anti-
corruption proceedings.  Previously, only the state prosecutor had these powers. 
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Foreign Bribery Enforcement in OECD Convention Countries

The OECD counts seven countries as ―actively‖ enforcing the Anti-Bribery Convention in 2010, adding 

Denmark, Italy and the United Kingdom since 2009. (2010 OECD Anti-Bribery Convention Progress Report)

http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2010/2010_07_28_oecd_progress_report
http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2010/2010_07_28_oecd_progress_report
http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2010/2010_07_28_oecd_progress_report
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Status of Foreign Bribery Cases in OECD Convention Countries

Individual criminal sanctions in the U.S., Germany, and Italy are noteworthy.
(2010 OECD Anti-Bribery Convention Progress Report)

http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2010/2010_07_28_oecd_progress_report
http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2010/2010_07_28_oecd_progress_report
http://www.transparency.org/news_room/latest_news/press_releases/2010/2010_07_28_oecd_progress_report
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Germany: Enforcement Trends in 2010

Germany is—by a substantial margin—the 
most active anti-corruption enforcement 
country in the OECD after the U.S.  

• According to the OECD, German authorities 
prosecuted a total of 117 foreign bribery cases 
in 2009 (up 6% over 2008).

• The German Federal Crime Agency 
(Bundeskriminalamt) reports that 6,354 
corruption offenses were reported to the 
police in 2009 (26% decrease from 2008) and 
the authorities undertook 1,904 preliminary 
investigations into such crimes (5% increase 
from 2008).

• State prosecutors drive criminal 
enforcement—some states have centralized 
white collar crime units that specialize in anti-
corruption cases.

Noteworthy Enforcement Actions

• Ferrostaal AG: Authorities are investigating allegations 
of bribery of government officials and suspected tax 
evasion in connection with submarine and power plant 
projects in Egypt, Portugal, Colombia, Argentina, and 
Indonesia totaling almost €1 billion.  The company is 
reportedly close to an agreement with authorities to pay 
nearly €200 million ($277.6 million) in fines and 
disgorgement of profits. 

• Deutsche Telekom AG: Authorities are investigating 
allegations that employees engaged in bribery and 
coercion of government officials in Macedonia and 
Montenegro stemming from over $40 million in 
payments to third-party contractors by DT‘s Hungarian 
subsidiary, Magyar Telekom. 

• BayernLB: Investigating bribery allegations arising 
from its purchase of Austrian Hypo Group Alpe Adria. In 
January 2011, a senior executive was arrested over 
suspicion of fraud, tax evasion and taking $50 million in 
bribes in connection with the sale of a large stake of the 
bank‘s rights in Formula 1. 

• Vietz GmbH: In August 2010, German police raided 
several company offices of the global pipeline-equipment 
supplier following an admission by its founder and 
managing director, Eginhard Vietz, to the German 
business newspaper Handelsblattthat that it routinely 
paid bribes in Africa, the Middle East, and Asia to win 
contracts.  Mr. Vietz reportedly told the paper that he 
paid bribes ―because there are certain countries where 
there is no other way to do it.‖
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Germany: Compliance Developments

Legal Privilege

• The German legislature amended the Criminal Procedural Code to clarify that the attorney-
client privilege applies to all attorneys, not just criminal defense attorneys.

• But the scope of the privilege as it applies to corporate counsel and internal investigations is 
unclear and will likely be the subject of litigation.

Landmark Case on Corruption in the State Health Care Sector

• Complementing an FCPA enforcement trend within the U.S., a prominent 
German appeals court ruled in June 2010 that doctors in private practice 
(Vertragsärzte) are subject to German criminal anti-bribery provisions as agents of Germany‘s 
statutory health care insurance system (SHI).  This decision, which conflicts with prior cases, 
held that doctors who prescribe drugs for SHI patients are acting as SHI agents.  Other courts 
have since followed this decision, but it has not been affirmed by Germany‘s highest court. 

Minimum Compliance Requirements for Financial Investment Firms (MaComp)

• The Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) published final guidance aimed at 
strengthening the compliance function at German credit and financial services institutions by 
setting minimum compliance standards governing the role of a compliance officer, and directing 
that compliance officers must actively participant in the firm‘s management.  

German Public Auditors’ Institute (IDW) Draft Guidance 

• The IDW published draft guidance standardizing how 
public auditors will review compliance management systems.
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Russia: Developments & Enforcement

National Anti-Corruption Campaign

• President Dmitry Medvedev‘s National 
Anti-Corruption campaign lauds fighting 
corruption as a top priority.  

– December 2008 review of Russia‘s 
anti-corruption legal framework by 
GRECO identified serious flaws and 
gaps 

– Russia hopes for GRECO & OECD 
entry in 2011

• The Administrative Offences Code was 
amended in 2010 to impose liability on legal 
entities that bribe public officials. 

– Corporate fines of up to 500,000 
Rubles ($17,000). 

• The Ministry of Justice is considering three 
further legislative amendments:

1. Total ban of gifts to Russian officials; 

2. Confiscation of profits; and

3. Reduction of the number of Russian 
officials immune from prosecution.

Enforcement 

• Russian authorities in 2010 have pursued a 
number of high-profile investigations of 
alleged corruption involving major 
multinational corporations (e.g., IKEA, 
Volkswagen, Daimler).

• There are also increased investigations by 
Russian authorities into public procurement 
and customs fraud schemes, often involving 
distributors.

• The increase in enforcement is due in part to 
President Medvedev‘s anti-corruption 
program.  Several recent cases also have 
arisen because of initiatives of foreign law 
enforcement.

The number of corruption-related crimes

involving top government officials and large

bribes increased 100% in 2010 year-on-year.

— Rashid Nurgaliyev, Russian Interior Minister,

Jan. 13, 2011
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Anti-corruption compliance and 

enforcement in China and India

For more on China and India, please attend Gibson Dunn‘s January 26, 2011 Webcast entitled, 

―FCPA Trends in the Emerging Markets of China, India, and the Middle East.‖ 

http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html

http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
http://www.gibsondunn.com/mktg_img/DC-FCPATrends-1210-web.html
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China: FCPA Enforcement Actions

Since 2002, DOJ and the SEC have brought 39 separate 
China-related enforcement actions—18% of all FCPA 
enforcement—against the following entities:

Actions against Corporations

• InVision Technologies, 2004

• Diagnostic Products Corp., 2005

• Schnitzer Steel Industries, 2006

• Paradigm BV, 2007

• York International, 2007

• Lucent Technologies, 2007

• AGA Medical, 2008

• Faro Technologies, 2008

• Siemens AG, 2008

• ITT Corporation, 2009

• Avery Dennison, 2009

• Control Components Inc., 2009

• UTStarcom Inc., 2009

• Daimler AG, 2010

• Veraz Networks, Inc., 2010

• Alliance One International, 2010

• RAE Systems, Inc., 2010

Actions against Individuals

• David Pillor (InVision), 2006

• Si Chan Wooh (Schnitzer Steel subsidiary), 2007

• Robert Philip (Schnitzer Steel), 2007

• Shu Quan-Sheng (AMAC), 2008

• Mario Covino (CCI), 2008

• Richard Morlok (CCI), 2008

• Hong Carson (CCI), 2009

• Stuart Carson (CCI), 2009

• Paul Cosgrove (CCI), 2009

• David Edmonds (CCI), 2009

• Han Yong Kim (CCI), 2009

• Flavio Ricotti (CCI), 2009

• Oscar Meza (Faro Technologies), 2009
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China: Industries and Themes in FCPA Enforcement

A wide spectrum of industries have been 
involved in FCPA enforcement actions 
relating to China, including:

• Automotive

• Health Care

• Industrial

• Information Technology 

• Pharmaceutical

• Telecommunications

In analyzing the FCPA enforcement 
actions involving business activities in 
China, certain themes emerge:

• Broad interpretations of ―foreign 
official‖ and ―thing of value‖ 

• Focus on leisure or sightseeing travel

• Presentation of gifts

• Substantial risk exposure from use of 
third-party intermediaries
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India: FCPA Enforcement Actions

• Baker Hughes (2001)

• Dow Chemical (2007)

• Textron (2007)

• Electronic Data Systems (2007)

• York International (2007)

• Westinghouse Air Brake Technologies (2008)

• Control Components Inc. (2008)

• Pride International (2010)

Since 2002, DOJ and the SEC have brought 15 separate 
India-related enforcement actions against 
the following companies:
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India: Themes in FCPA Enforcement

1. Payment of modest sums to low-level government officials

– Dow Chemical: agricultural inspectors were paid less than $100 
each to distribute and sell products.

– Westinghouse: Subsidiary made $67 payments to railway regulatory board officials to 
schedule pre-shipping product inspections and obtain issuance of product delivery 
certificates, and $32 payments to the Central Board of Excise and Customs to curb the 
frequency of tax audits.

 Control: Be particularly vigilant in monitoring government touch-points and controlling 
petty cash disbursements.

2. Use of agents or consultants to mask the true destination of improper payments 

– E.g., Control Components Inc., York International, Westinghouse

 Control: undertake due diligence before entering joint ventures or retaining agents, 
consultants, or distributors.

3. Books-and-records violations arising from improper accounting methods that falsely 
document corrupt payments

– E.g., Textron paid ―after-sales service fee;‖ Electronic Data Systems and Westinghouse 
funded improper payments with fabricated invoices

 Control: Closely scrutinize invoices without sufficient documentation or justification, 
and be particularly careful of ―liaisoning‖ services.
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Collateral civil litigation
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Collateral Civil Litigation Increasingly Tied to FCPA 

Investigations or Settlements

• Unlike any year before it, 2010 saw a 
marked increase in civil suits following 
corporate announcements of internal FCPA 
investigations and/or settlements with 
regulators.

• These suits represent a dangerous 
consequence of anti-corruption enforcement 
with (1) suits filed within hours after a 
company announces an investigation (e.g., 
Sciclone), (2) multiple suits arising out of 
the same facts, and (3) possible liability far 
exceeding the companies‘ settlements with 
U.S. regulators (see chart).

No private right of action exists under the FCPA.  Nevertheless, the same operative facts that sparked 

the FCPA investigation give rise to collateral civil suits alleging violations of state and federal law, 

including securities fraud, breach of fiduciary duties, breach of contract, torts, RICO, antitrust 

regulations, and unfair competition laws.

Civil liability can far exceed FCPA 

settlements with U.S. regulators

FCPA 

settlements 

with U.S. 

Regulators

Follow-on 

civil 

settlements

Difference

Nature’s 

Sunshine 

Products

$600,000 

(SEC only)

$6.0M 10x

Syncor Int’l $2.5M $15.5M 6.2x

Faro Tech. $2.95M $6.88M 2.33x

• Companies must contemplate and plan for collateral civil litigation long before the complaint 
is filed: in its compliance program, its internal investigations protocols, and its regulatory 
filings risk factor disclosures related to anti-corruption compliance.
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Companies Must Begin Planning for the Civil Litigation 

Endgame Even Before the Government Investigation Begins
• A robust compliance program protects 

the company from allegations of scienter, 
and protects directors and officers from 
breach of fiduciary duty claims. See In re 
Dow Chem. Co. Deriv. Litig., Civ. Action 
No. 4349-CC, 2010 Del. Ch. LEXIS 2 (Del. 
Ch. Jan. 11, 2010):  

– Plaintiffs alleged, among other things, 
that Dow‘s Board of Directors ―failed 
to detect and prevent bribery in 
connection with [a] transaction‖ in 
Kuwait.

– In dismissing the complaint for 
failure to plead facts necessary to 
show that Dow‘s directors failed to 
supervise, the Court credited Dow’s 
compliance program:

―The Dow board has set up policies to 
prevent improper dealing with third 
parties.  In particular, Dow‘s Code of 
Ethics expressly prohibits any 
unethical payments to third parties.‖

• Consider enhancing risk factor disclosures 
in SEC and regulatory filings regarding 
FCPA compliance and other risks to narrow 
scope of future civil claims (see samples in 
next slide), including risks associated with:

– working in countries with high 
perceived corruption;

– violating anti-corruption laws;

– potential failures in the compliance 
program, no matter how well-designed; 
and

– corruption-related criminal and civil 
liability.

• Maintain attorney-client privilege and work 
product protections during investigations.

• Avoid admissions and omissions by sticking 
to the facts (no speculating), eliminating 
adjectives, and giving narrow conclusions, 
only if required. 
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Sample Risk Factor Disclosures

[C]ompliance with complex foreign and U.S. 
laws and regulations that apply to our 
international operations increases our cost of 
doing business in international jurisdictions and 
could . . . expose us or our employees to fines 
and penalties.  These numerous and 
sometimes conflicting laws and regulations 
include . . . U.S. laws such as the Foreign 
Corrupt Practices Act, and local laws 
prohibiting corrupt payments to 
governmental officials.  Violations of these 
laws and regulations could result in fines, 
criminal sanctions against us, our officers, or 
our employees, prohibitions on the conduct of 
our business, and damage to our reputation.
Although we have implemented policies and 
procedures designed to ensure compliance 
with these laws, there can be no assurance 
that our employees, contractors, or agents 
will not violate our policies.

Compliance with international and U.S. laws 
and regulations that apply to our international 
operations increases our cost of doing business 
in foreign jurisdictions.  These laws and 
regulations include U.S. laws such as the 
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and local 
laws which also prohibit corrupt payments to 
governmental officials. . . .  Violations of these 
laws and regulations could result in fines, 
criminal sanctions against us, our officers or 
our employees, and prohibitions on the conduct 
of our business. . .  Our success depends, in 
part, on our ability to anticipate these risks and 
manage these difficulties.  We monitor our 
international operations and investigate 
allegations of improprieties relating to 
transactions and the way in which such 
transactions are recorded. Where 
circumstances warrant, we provide information 
and report our findings to government 
authorities, but no assurance can be given that 
action will not be taken by such authorities. 
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Hypotheticals
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Hypothetical #1: Extortion

• Tobacco company (T) is a U.S. company that is listed on 
a U.S. stock exchange.

• T‘s Brazilian subsidiary (B) wishes to begin selling 
tobacco in Thailand.  

• A representative of the Thai government agency that 
regulates tobacco sales in that country tells B that all 
companies that sell tobacco in Thailand are required 
to pay ―special fees‖ to officials of the Thai agency.  
The representative says that if B does not pay the fees, B cannot sell in the 
Thai market.

• B verifies the situation with its competitors, which confirm that all 
companies are being required to pay the fees.

• B agrees to pay the fees.

What should happen?

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/4d/Smoking_pictogram_(black).svg
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Hypothetical #1 (cont‘d): Universal Corporation

• Universal pleaded guilty to FCPA violations for having paid bribes to officials in 
Thailand to gain access to the Thai tobacco market.

– The Thailand Tobacco Monopoly (TTM) was a government-owned monopoly that 
required any Brazilian tobacco supplier to pay ―special expenses‖ to enter the market.  
The ―special expenses‖ were for the personal benefit of TTM officials.

– According to the SEC, Universal paid approximately $800,000 to TTM officials in 
exchange for securing $11.5 million in sales contracts.

• Universal’s competitor, Alliance One, also pleaded guilty to bribing Thai officials.

• For its conduct in Thailand, Universal pleaded guilty to:

• In August 2010, Alliance One settled with DOJ and the SEC for a combined $8.98 
million for its conduct in Thailand and unrelated conduct in other countries, including 
Malawi. 

Compliance Takeaway: There is no exception to the FCPA for extortion.  If business 
cannot be conducted in compliance with the FCPA, the business should not be pursued.

Violating the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA.

Having engaged in a conspiracy to violate the FCPA.
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Hypothetical #2: Who Is a ―Foreign Official‖?

• The U.S. subsidiary (S) of a Swiss company sells 
products and services to foreign electrical utilities.

• S has a sales representative (R) responsible for 
obtaining business in Mexico, and in addition, it 
works with a variety of agents (A) to help it win 
sales contracts with a Mexican utility company (U).

• To develop relationships with the individuals
at U who award contracts, R and A arrange for them 
to receive cash payments by submitting false invoices to S and passing the money to 
the officials.  Some officials also are given a cruise vacation for themselves and their 
wives, paid for by S.

• U is owned by the Mexican government.

What should happen?

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/7/71/Mexicanbanknotes.jpg
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Hypothetical #2 (cont‘d): ABB Ltd.

• According to the SEC, ABB made improper payments to officials at two government-
owned utility companies through sales representatives and agents of its U.S. subsidiary. 

– Between 1999 and 2004, payments were made to officials in cash and via an elaborate 
scheme by which a company owned by an ABB agent submitted false invoices to ABB, 
then funneled the payments to the officials.   

– Over the years, ABB paid more than $2.7 million to the officials, which helped ABB 
obtain contracts that generated more than $100 million in revenue.

– Officials at the Comision Federal de Electricidad and Luz y Fuerza del Centro are 
―foreign officials‖ under the FCPA.

• For its conduct in Mexico, ABB pleaded guilty to:

• In September 2010, ABB settled with DOJ and the SEC for a combined $58 million for 
its conduct in Mexico and unrelated conduct in other countries, including Iraq. 

Compliance Takeaway: Employees of state-owned companies, including utility 
companies, are ―foreign officials‖ under the FCPA.

Violating the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA.

Having engaged in a conspiracy to violate the FCPA.
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Hypothetical #3: Who Pays the Price?

• Company President (P), in cooperation with Vice President (VP), creates a new 
Company (C) under the laws of 
Panama to bid for and receive contracts 
for maintenance along the Panama Canal.

• P and VP make certain Panamanian officials, 
who are responsible for awarding the contracts, 
shareholders of C.

• P and PV also make themselves shareholders 
of C.

• From time to time, over the course of the contract, C pays dividends to its 
shareholders.

What should happen?

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ab/Flag_of_Panama.svg
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Hypothetical #3 (cont‘d): John Warwick, Overman 

Associates, and Ports Engineering Consultants Corporation

• According to DOJ, John Warwick, former President of the companies, and a 
number of co-conspirators paid more than $200,000 to Panamanian officials who 
awarded their companies no-bid 20-year contracts for the maintenance of 
lighthouses and buoys along the Panama Canal.

– To hide the payments, the co-conspirators created a company incorporated in Panama, 
and then issued the officials stock in the company under false names.  

– The co-conspirators then caused the company to issue dividend checks, which were 
ultimately deposited into accounts held by the officials and their family members.

• For participating in the conspiracy, Warwick pleaded guilty to:

Conspiracy to violate the FCPA.

• In June 2010, Warwick was sentenced to 37 months in prison.  He was also ordered 
to forfeit $331,000 in ―proceeds of crime.‖

Compliance Takeaway: Individuals who violate the FCPA go to prison.
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Hypothetical #4: Facilitating Payments

• An oil services company (C), which is listed on a U.S. stock 
exchange, imported drilling equipment on a ―temporary‖ basis 
into Nigeria to operate offshore drilling rigs.

• When the import licenses expire, C is required to export the 
equipment or risk sanction.

• Instead, C authorizes its customs agent (A) to obtain false 
customs documentation for the rigs.

• On the invoices A submitted to C, ―special handling charges‖ are included as a line 
item.

• Finance employees with C book the ―special handling charges‖ to C‘s ―facilitating 
payments‖ account.

What should happen?
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Hypothetical #4 (cont‘d): Noble Corporation
• According to the SEC, Noble-Nigeria operated 7 rigs offshore in Nigeria.

– Noble imported equipment for the rigs under temporary importation licenses.  When 

they expired, Noble was required to export the equipment or risk penalty.

– To avoid penalties or operational delays, Noble‘s customs agent obtained false 

customs documents for the equipment.

– In total, Noble made at least $79,026 in payments to customs agents that were 

designated as ―special handling charges‖ on invoices from its customs agent.  Noble 

booked a portion of those payments to its ―facilitating payments‖ account.

– Noble wrongfully obtained profits and avoided costs of at least $4,294,933.

• For its conduct, the SEC charged Noble Corporation with: 

Violations of the books and records provisions, because the improper payments 

did not fall under the facilitating payments exception.

Violations of the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA.

Violations of the internal controls provisions of the FCPA.

• On November 4, 2010, Noble Corporation agreed to pay a criminal fine of $2.59 

million and $5.58 million in disgorgement and pre-judgment interest.

Compliance Takeaway: The FCPA’s facilitating payments exception is narrow and 

only applies to routine government actions.  And remember: the U.K. Bribery Act 

contains no such exception.
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Hypothetical #5: Offer Only

• Manufacturer (M) is listed on a U.S. stock exchange.

• M hires a Consultant (C) to assist with sales to a Chinese 

Telecommunications company (T).  To help M secure a 

particularly lucrative deal, C offers employees of T a 

―side payment‖ for their personal benefit.

• Employees at M describe the fee, set at 15% of the deal‘s 

total value, as a ―consultant fee.‖

• T awards the deal to M, even though M‘s bid is higher than competitors‘ 

bids.  

• M discovers the improper offer before it receives any payments from the sale 

and cancels the transaction.

What should happen?

¥
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Hypothetical #5 (cont‘d): Veraz Networks, Inc.

• According to the SEC, Veraz hired a consultant to assist with sales in China.

– In late 2007, the consultant provided approximately $4,500 worth of gifts to officials at 
a state-owned telecommunications company.  

– Then, in early 2008, the consultant offered a separate improper payment to officials at 
the telecommunications company to secure a deal worth approximately $233,000.  The 
fee was set at $35,000 and described by Veraz employees as a ―consultant fee.‖

• Veraz discovered the improper offer of payment before it received any money 
from the transaction, and it cancelled the sale.

• For its conduct in China, the SEC charged Veraz with:

• In June 2010, Veraz Networks, Inc., agreed to pay a $300,000 civil penalty to 

settle with the SEC for its conduct in China and unrelated conduct in Vietnam.

Compliance Takeaway: An offer to make an improper payment is an FCPA 

violation.

Violations of the FCPA‘s books and records provisions.

Violations of the FCPA‘s internal controls provisions.
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